Virtual AIHce EXP 2020

How to: Navigate the Online Classroom
Thanks for registering for Virtual AIHce EXP 2020! We’re looking forward to the event and hope you are too.

If this is your first time with us, this quick tutorial will cover how to navigate the online classroom to make sure you’re all set for the program.

We are using the same platform we’ve used for previous Virtual AIHce events, so some of you may be familiar with this.

Let’s get started!
Once you’re logged in, you’ll see a couple areas – the important ones to note are “My Classroom” and the “Support” link on the top and bottom left side of each page.

You’ll likely be spending most of your time in the Classroom, so let’s click there first.
Your Classroom is where you will see all the Virtual AIHce EXP 2020 sessions listed. When it’s time for a session, click the session title.
Once the program is live, in the middle of this page you’ll see a big Launch Live Webcast button. Click that to open the session player window...
We have two different styles of sessions in this Virtual Conference, so you will see two different types of layouts throughout the event.

For live webinar style sessions, you’ll see on the left side of the screen there is an audio box on top, and the box below has announcements, public chat, and Q&A. Chat with your colleagues in the chat and submit questions to presenters in the Q&A area.

The right side of the screen has the presentation slides, the submit credit area, a link to the virtual portal, and a link to view the help page. When the session is over, you will go to submit credit to provide your evaluation and get your AIHA transcript updated.

Also note at the bottom of the page, there is a Need Help Chat pod where you can connect with technical support.
For rebroadcast-style sessions, you’ll see the left side of the screen has announcements, public chat. While the presentation plays, presenters and AIHA staff will be in the chat, so reach out if you have questions or something to discuss with the group!

The right side of the screen has the presentation video, the submit credit area, a link to the virtual portal, and a link to view the help page.

Also note at the bottom of the page, there is a Need Help Chat pod where you can connect with technical support.
Thank You!

That covers the online classroom navigation.